









Sign up for our Free Newsletter to get 5% Discount




Email Address *




Check your email for the Discount Code.
	Yes sign me up



























We don't spam or share your information with anyone.

*100% satisfaction guaranteed on Jewelry
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GET 5% OFF 

5% OFF









Sign up for our Free Newsletter to get 5% Discount on your First order.





















We don't spam or share your information with anyone.

100% satisfaction guaranteed on Jewelry.

















Tip
Remember, the ball stretcher has to be tight enough, or else the stretcher would slip off. At the same time, you don’t want it to be too tight or make them turn blue.

Here is how you measure

1) Tug down on your balls and measure the skin of the sac only above your balls only with a fabric tape measure or a string to get the circumference.

2) Then put that measurement in the conversion box below and we will do all the math to get your inside diameter size for you

Don't worry if You Order the wrong size, No Problem!
You can return it for a Store Credit for 15 days.

Yes you can try them on, not a problem, we autoclave them all.












All The Math & Conversion to Millimeters




Inches(in):




=



 Millimetres (mm):













Cock Rings
Cock rings come in multiple variations with multiple attachments to heighten your pleasure even further.
A cock ring makes your erect penis harder and bigger, keeping it engorged with blood which both delays and heightens your orgasm. Cock rings work by restricting blood in the penile shaft so you can go the distance. When you finally do ejaculate, the sensation will be much more intense than normal.

Glans Rings
Glans Rings fit around the shaft of your penis only and will also restrict blood flow somewhat but also have an additional sensation for your partner as well.

Measuring
For a Cock Ring: Take use a cloth tape or string and measure behind your balls and around your penis at once. Mark string on both sides where it comes together at a snugness that's comfortable for you, and measure the string.

For a Glans Ring: measure the same as a cock ring, except just measure around the penis shaft behind the head of your penis.

Then enter the inch measurement into the box below and we will do the math for you.

Measure a few times to be sure.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Don't worry if You Order the wrong size, No Problem!
You can return it for a Store Credit for 15 days.


Yes you can try them on, not a problem, we autoclave them all.

Does not apply to custom made ones though.












All The Math & Conversion to Millimeters




Inches(in):




=



 Millimetres (mm):
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Validate your login







Please complete your information below to login.
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Sign in for Registered Customers





Sign in so you can checkout faster, save items to your wishlists, keep more than one address & track your orders.
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Password
Forgot Your Password?
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New Customer? Create New Account
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Create New Account





Welcome! Create your Account to easily track orders, access order history 24/7, save items to wishlists, keep more than one address & checkout faster.

Sign in if you already have an account.
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Date of Birth (optional - we may send special offers on your birthday)








Email










Password







Confirm Password
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I agree to let www.thechaingang.com process my personal data in order to manage my personal account in accordance with Store’s privacy-policy.
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NEWSLETTER


Get all the latest information on Events, Sales and Offers.








Email Address *




Check your email for the Discount Code.
	Yes sign me up































Articles And News

Click Here
for Articles on Body Piercing, Body Jewelry, & Adult Jewelry







Testimonials





Appreciation for the professionalism




I just wanted to take a moment to express my appreciation for the professionalism with which Chain Gang carries out its business. I have been making purchases now for slightly over a year and am so very pleased with your products and service.
When I place an order,...






GRAND SLAM




"The Chain Gang did not laugh, they stepped up to the plate and hit a GRAND SLAM. My nipples are happy, thank you Chain Gang. P.S. my wife loves them as well, she says they are fat & classy."
Matt McDaniel "Oldirty"
Daphne, Alabama







Customer Service




"These days it's hard to find businesses that are committed to customer service, and I want to thank you for your professionalism, courtesy, and stunning craftsmanship. You've got a return customer in me."
--Rachel







Amazed




"I received my jewelry today and was amazed at the level of workmanship and quality. I have looked and bought jewelry at other places on the net, but have made the decision to make my future purchases from your company."
Chris







View all
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Tribal Dream Circle Ring 



Rating:

98%


 


337  Reviews 







As low as
$36.99







Add to Wish List
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Surgilube Lubricating Jelly 
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2 Piece Ball Stretcher Weight 
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Surgical Steel Screwball Ring 
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Surgical Steel Circular Barbell 
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Surgical Steel Straight Barbell 
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Magnetic Ball Stretcher Weight 
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$51.99
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Surgical Steel Captive Bead Ring 
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$19.99
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Donut Ball Stretcher Weight 
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747  Reviews 







$61.99
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Donut Ball Stretcher Weight 
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Magnetic Ball Stretcher Weight 
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Bullet Ball Stretcher Weight 
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Special Price
$45.74



 













BODY JEWELRY ON SALE
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The Chain Gang Body Jewelry Store - A look inside


ONLINE BODY JEWELRY AND BODY PIERCING JEWELRY STORE

Interested in body piercing and body jewelry? Welcome to TheChainGang.com where we offer unsurpassed quality and a wide selection in body piercing jewelry and body jewelry for both males and females.

THE CHAIN GANG STORE

Having been in the business for over 30 years now, we offer a huge selection of a variety of body piercing jewelry pieces as well as the best customer service backed by a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee.

We only sell body piercing jewelry that is manufactured from the finest quality materials. We are very selective in our products and display designs by some of the best body jewelry designers in the world along with our own private line. The USA, the UK, and Canada make up about 99% of our body jewelry line and nothing is from China!

WHY SHOULD YOU SHOP FOR BODY PIERCING JEWELRY FROM THECHAINGANG.COM

We are aware of the needs of the one timer as well as the body piercing enthusiast and have selected our unique body jewelry items carefully. Not only can you feel confident about buying the absolute best available on the market, and feel secure in knowing that we will back it up, but you will not have to pay the highest price to do it either. We have reasonably priced jewelry. and for many of our pieces we have the lowest prices for body jewelry of this quality.



At The Chain Gang we make sure that our customers are served in the best possible way!

Read the personal experiences about our body jewelry and body piercing products. Testimonials

We respect your privacy and unlike other body jewelry stores, all our jewelry is shipped without any advertisements or references to Body Jewelry on the outside of the package. We do not even use our business name in the return address.

At The Chain Gang you don't have to worry about your Security and your Privacy  when making a purchase on our website as it is operational on a fully verified and secure server. We will never sell your name or email address, and also offer a personal credit card security guarantee.

A NOTE OF THANKS

We would like to thank our customers, affiliates, partners & friends for their continued support for over 30 years.

Feel free to contact us for a product or any kind of assistance. We would be happy to help you out in any way possible!

Join our free body jewelry newsletter to check out our new merchandise and specials. Free Newsletter
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